YEAR 11: CURRICULUM OVERVIEW (Feb - Mar 2022)

Subject

Topics to be
covered
Revision of Language
and Literature

1

Key Learning
Students will begin their revision of all aspects of the English Literature and
English Language course in preparation for their GCSE exams.
Language:
Non-fiction extracts from 20th and 21st century
19th century literary fiction extracts
Creative writing
Transactional Writing
Literature:
Romeo and Juliet
A Christmas Carol
An Inspector Calls/The Woman in Black

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Visit https://www.pobble365.com/ and use the images and questions to
practice generating ideas for descriptive writing tasks.
2. Visit
https://www.dailywritingtips.com/using-writing-bursts-to-generate-ideas-a
nd-enthusiasm/ and spend 10 minutes having a go at the ‘writing bursts.’
3. Read as much fiction as possible and consider the ways writers use
language to engage readers
4. Revise notes in your exercise books from year 9 and year 10.
5. Use the English Question Booklets and the Formulas
6. Use the Pearson Revision Guides and Workbooks.

Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Biology Topic 8
Exchange and
Transport in Animals

Pre-exposure
homework

C23
Alcohols and
Carboxylic acids and
C24
Polymers

Pre-exposure
homework

●
●
●
●

What factors affect the rate of diffusion?
How does the human circulatory system work?
What is the importance of respiration?
How can rates of respiration be investigated?
1. Look up a diagram of the human heart. Try to learn the parts. Look up
diagrams of the heart structures of different animals and make a list of the
similarities and differences between them.
2. Using your knowledge from KS3 and what you have learned already in
GCSEresearch the equation for respiration and made notes below each
reactant and product to say how you think it gets into or out of the body.

In this unit you will learn:
● How a concentrated solution of ethanol is produced from carbohydrates
● About the structures of alcohols and carboxylic acids
● About the chemical properties and uses of alcohols and carboxylic acids
● About the composition of biological polymers
● How poly(ethene) and other polymers are made
● About the disposal and recycling of polymers
1. Do some research into alcohols and carboxylic acids.
a. What are they?
b. What are their structures like?
c. How are the two groups of molecules related?
2. Search for and watch the YouTube video ‘Polythene production’ by the
Royal Society of Chemistry.
a. Explain why polythene is such a useful material and why it has the
properties it has.
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Edexcel GCSE (9-1)

●

P14
Particle Model
P15
Forces and Matter

●
●
●
●

Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Combined Science
CB9 Ecosytems and
Material Cycles
GCSE Combined Science

●
●
●
●
●
●

Pre-exposure
Homework

Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Combined Science

How do you calculate density, specific heat capacity and latent heat
capacity?
How does the pressure of a gas change when the temperature is changed?
What is the relationship between force and extension for elastic and inelastic
materials?
How do you calculate the work done when stretching a spring?
How do you know if an object will float?
1. Read pages 182 – 205 on topics P14 & 15 in the Physics textbook
(available on ActiveLearn).
2. Create a glossary of all keywords shown in bold.

Pre-exposure
homework

How ecosytems are organised
Abiotic and Biotic factors
Abundance and distribution of organisms
How humans affect the ecosystem
Biodiversity
Cycles
1. Search for and watch this video on YouTube to prepare you for your
continued study of Ecosytems
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTLY6eetiFs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Ch3thLvMFA

●
●

What was the early atmosphere like and how is it changing?
What are the causes and effects of climate change?

CC17 Earth and
Atmospheric Science

Pre-exposure
Homework
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1. Read a recent newspaper article about climate change.
2. Summarise the main points on a Google Slide.

Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Combined Science

●

CP12 Particle Model

●
●

CP13 Forces and
Matter

●
●

Pre-exposure
Homework
Prep for internal
assessment

How do you calculate density, specific heat capacity and latent heat
capacity?
How does the pressure of a gas change when the temperature is changed?
What is the relationship between force and extension for elastic and inelastic
materials?
How do you calculate the work done when stretching a spring?
How do you know if an object will float?
1. Revise chemistry module C1: States of Matter

From the 1 Feb all students will respond to their theme - a detailed checklist will
be given to all students.
All students will complete a 10 hour internal assessment just before Easter.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Prior to the exam ensure you view the exemplar level 8 & 9 sketchbooks
and final outcomes

R064 Enterprise and
marketing concepts

Students will complete final improvements to project 1 before revisiting the
examined topics.

Examined component
worth 50%

In anticipation of a Govt announcement on how grades will be determined, we
will begin a revision programme designed around the topics below.
.
● How to target a market
● How to attract and retain customers
● What makes a product or service financially viable?
● Product development
● Factors to consider when starting a business
● Business functional activities

CAMBRIDGE NATIONAL
ENTERPRISE AND MARKETING

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Students should now be revising at home each evening.
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a. They have been given a revision guide covering all of the topics
likely to be assessed.
b. Students should use these to prepare for assessment by careful
reading and using them to make revision tools such as question
cards and mind maps.
2. Students will be set regular exam questions at this point.
Exam Revision
Programme

Once the final unit is complete students will begin a revision programme. In
normal years students would compete two exams in May:
Exam 1 – Business activity, marketing and people
Exam 2 – Operations, finance and influences on business
In anticipation of a Govt announcement on how grades will be determined, we
will begin a revision programme designed around the topics above.
Students have previously been given hard copies of staff written revision guides
covering each of the areas and electronic copies have been shared via Google
classroom.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Students should now be revising for assessment.
a. They should use the revision guides provided to supplement their
revision.
b. Additional exam papers will be provided for students to practice.

GCSE DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

Exam Prep
Unit 5: Specialist
Technical Categories
and Principles
&
NEA
Generating Design
Ideas

Pre-exposure
homework
WJEC LEVEL 2 HOSPITALITY &
CATERING AWARD

Component 2
NEA (coursework)

1. This specialist unit explores sections 3.2.4 – 3.2.9 of the AQA 8552
Design and Technology GCSE. Students will learn about the primary
sources and origins of timber/polymer/metal materials, how to use and
work with timber/polymer/metal materials and what the various
commercial manufacturing processes are for each of the material areas
covered.
2. Students will explore a range of possible ideas linking to the contextual
challenge selected. These design ideas should demonstrate flair and
originality and students are encouraged to take risks with their designs.
Students will use a variety of techniques to communicate ideas and are
encouraged to be imaginative in their approach by experimenting with
different ideas and possibilities that avoid design fixation.
1. Follow the links and complete the tasks

a. https://technologystudent.com/pdf16/woodprep.pdf
b. https://technologystudent.com/pdf5/ideas1.pdf
Students are expected to integrate their knowledge and understanding with
making and key skills to produce high quality food items which are appropriate to
the task set out by the WJEC exam board.
Students will spend up to 6 hours creating a portfolio document and completing a
4 hour practical exam.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Find an article in Sainsburys Magazine or BBC Good Food Show for
ideas and inspiration regarding presentation techniques.
2. Write a summary of your findings
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School and work

Students will continue the topic of school and employment, and they will practise
exam skills throughout the half term, focusing mainly on those areas they find
challenging.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Look up 20 words to do with school/ careers in French, then write 90
words about this topic without looking at any other notes.
a. Can you include opinions and reasons, past tense, and future
tenses?
2. Now turn the writing over.
a. Can you speak for 2 minutes on the topic of school?
b. Say what you like/dislike and what activities you do there. Can
you describe your school, teachers or your uniform?
c. Can you say what you would like to do in the future and why?

UK challenges

In this topic, students are required to draw on their knowledge and understanding
of the physical and human characteristics of the UK, and use their geographical
skills, to investigate a contemporary challenge for the UK. The UK challenges will
study the four themes of:
● The UK’s Resource consumption and environmental sustainability
challenge
● The UK settlement, population and economic challenges
● The UK’s landscape challenges
● The UK’s climate change challenges

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Visit the BBC bitesize website to identify the different impacts of climate
change in the UK
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z87s4j6/revision/1
2. Visit the BBC bitesize website and learn about the UK Population
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zx3bwxs/revision/1
3. Make a fact-file on a National Park in the UK; include reference to
location, physical geography and how humans have changed the
landscape.

My studies post 16
and work

Pre-exposure
homework

Unit 2
Producing the Final
Magazine Cover

Students revisit how to describe in detail their school life, including pressures and
problems and discuss post 16 plans. They will be able to write in several tenses
and will study the topic of jobs, including part time work and future careers.

1. Log onto www.quizlet.com
2. Find a course on post 16 study and in order to learn topic specific
vocabulary before you begin the lessons on this topic.
3. Create a mind map of jobs. Use www.wordreference.com to look up jobs
of interest to you
Unit 2 Distortion and Portraits
Creating a magazine layout of a distorted portrait of an iconic person or animal
with artist research.
CAD Practicals: Low Poly portraits, live tracing, using the pen tool and flattening
tone in illustrator, adding texture and image manipulation using colour filter and
layer styles using photoshop. Thumbnails and layout drafts.
Printing: Block, mono, jelly plate, stencil, etching, carbon paper
Focus skills: Front cover layout, paper and print sizes, QC and Printing
knowledge.
Elements of Art: Shape Size Random Rule of Thirds and Balance.

Pre-exposure
homework

Revision

1. Find another artist from the initial list in Google Classroom, from the
summer mock, that you have not studied.
2. Research and present a page on this artist and their work
3. Create some iterations based on the artist studied of your iconic
character using photopea or Photoshop/ illustrator.
Due to exam board related changes in light of COVID, students have completed
the course. Students are therefore revising previously covered material, as well
as focusing on exam skills. Units covered include: America 1920-73: Opportunity
& Inequality, Elizabethan England c1568 & Conflict & Tension in Asia, 1950-75
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Pre-exposure
homework
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1. Continue to ‘Traffic light’ revision material
2. Use the above technique to guide revision and the production of revision
resources
3. Continue to review question types in order to ensure understanding of
required techniques is secure

Draw conclusions
based on data

Students will prepare the data that they have manipulated to create a data
dashboard. This will involve:
Drawing conclusions, e.g.:
1. trends
2. patterns
3. anomalies
4. possible errors.
Make recommendations, e.g.
1. which customers/areas to target for advertisements
2. where to deploy staff to deal with increased demands
3. how and when to adapt transport schedules.
They will assess how presentation affects their understanding of information

Pre-exposure
homework

Read A Beginners Guide to Data Analysis:
https://chattermill.com/blog/survey-data-analysis/ and make notes on
1. What is data analysis
2. What is demographic and psychographic data
3. How to analyse data
4. How to tell if data is reliable

Preparation for
Exams:

Completion and submission of Component 3 Course work

Component 1:
Exploring the Media

Preparation for Component 1 Section B of the second GSCE exam

Pre-exposure
homework

Study of set topics
Computer Games – Fortnite
Students should have knowledge and understanding of Fortnite as a
contemporary video game in terms of the relevant video games industry and
audience issues it illustrates. In order to develop this awareness, students will
consider selected key pages from the Fortnite website, including the homepage
and at least two other pages. Extracts from the game will be considered to
illustrate industry and audience issues.
1. Think of the computer games that you play or have played
a. Consider how it appeals to its audience,paying attention to codes
and conventions, generic styles, narrative structure,
representation of characters, methods of promotion, role of
websites/social media etc.

Composition

Composition component will be over

Listening

Finish off analysis of set works and students will be looking at the Wider
Listening aspect of the component. Having gone through revision we will then
discuss how to embed knowledge so it can be used intuitively. The final exam will
take place on Wednesday 22nd June

Performance

Recording, playback and evaluation. This process is followed several times
throughout the half term. Students should be aiming for full marks on this unit.

Pre-exposure
homework

Preparation for Final listening examination
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Component 3Theatre makers in
practice
Component 2Bringing and text to
life
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Pupils will be working towards the Written exam at the end of year 11 and
component 2 - Bringing a text to life
Component 2 - Students are to work on monologue of their choice through
developing character and text interpretation. students will need to memorise lines
for a performance.
Section A: Bringing Texts to Life (45 marks)
Pupils will study The Crucible by Arthur Miller, looking at how they would direct
the play and also how they would perform extracts. Pupils will learn how to write
as a director or a performer by analysing and evaluating an extract of the script.
Section B: Live Theatre Evaluation (15 marks)
Pupils have watched National Theatre Frankenstein. They will learn to evaluate
and analyse the performance, looking at physical skills, performance skills, stage
space, lighting, costume and character.

Pre-exposure
homework

Health Based and
Activity based
lessons

1. Students should have their own copy of The Crucible by Arthur Miller and
should read the play in their own time to gain a greater understanding.
2. Students may want to read the play they are studying in connection to
their chosen monologue
Pupils will experience a range of activities using the teaching games for
understanding model to develop their understanding of the rules, tactics and
strategies of the activities.
Health based lessons will focus on some alternative types of fitness including
Step Aerobics and Boxercise to increase fitness levels.

AQA GCSE:
Religion and Social
Justice

Pre-exposure
homework

Finish work/ future
career,
Money, shopping,
volunteering and
charities

Pre-exposure
homework

Theory
Develop
understanding of the
skeletal system
Practical
Coursework
Continue to work on
assessing individual
game/activity

Pre-exposure
homework

Students will look at societal issues and apply non-religious, Christian and
Buddhist teachings to these. Students will become familiar with topics such as
prejudice, poverty, homosexuality and the role of women within religion.
1. Find an article on religious views on the role of women.
2. Research 3 different quotes/teachings that you could use to discuss the
topics mentioned above.
3. Find a definition of religious freedom and create a mind-map on what
both Christians and Buddhists believe about it.
Students will complete the topic of work/future career. They will then discuss
money, shopping, volunteering and charities. Students will develop exam
technique and practise the tricky questions, which sometimes catch them out.
Additionally we will focus on vocabulary revision and memory techniques

1. Students should visit www.aqa.org.uk and complete a past paper for the
listening and the reading examination for their tier.
2. Make a note of 15 new words that you did not know on the past papers
you completed. Learn these words
Exam preparation and revision of key content

Prepare for final practical moderation by focusing on activities in second and
third activity, completion of AEP and updating practical logbooks

1. Learn the names and location of the major bones and muscles in the
human body
2. What are the key roles for the skeleton?
3. Explain the respiratory and circulatory systems in 50 words (each)
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Work Related
Learning and
Enterprise

Knowledge of:
Job/ college/ apprenticeship application process
What is available and achievable
How to be successful in an interview
How a local company works
Skills:
Making the most of personal opportunities
Effective letter writing
Effective oral communication
Effective research skills
Supporting others
Report writing
Producing an excellent CV

Independent Living

Knowledge of:
● How to deal with electricity, gas and water supplies safely
● Budgets
● How to save
● How to spend sensibly
Skills:
●
●
●
●
●

Personalised revision
programmes

Research
Discussion
Compromise
Effective planning
Working well as a group and as an individual

Understanding

13

Higher Tier

Careers

The aim of this unit is to give learners an understanding of the job search,
application and interview process in order to equip them with the skills necessary
to progress onto a sustainable job/training opportunity that is suited to their
interests. It is an opportunity for learners to think about careers they may wish to
pursue, and reflect upon the training, education and experience required in that
profession.

Money

The aim of this unit is to support learners to understand some of the basic
principles around personal money management.
Personal debt is a growing concern and learners are taken through some of the
basic principles that they need to know when working out their take home pay
and budgeting principles for a household income so that they develop an
understanding of the value of money.

Presentation

The aim of this unit is to support the learner to develop their understanding of the
benefits and different purposes presentations have, as well as develop the skills
needed to give a presentation. The unit requires the learner to prepare, deliver
and review their own presentation.

Key learning: For full details please look in the specification at
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300 and search for the code below.

Algebraic Fractions

A4

Vectors

G25

Transforming
Functions

A13

Pre-exposure
Homework
Foundation

1. Have a look on the topics on listed above on MyMaths and see what you
can teach yourself ahead of it being covered in class.

Key learning: For full details please look in the specification at
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300 and search for the code below.
Trigonometry

G20, G21, R12
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Solving Quadratic
Equations

Pre-exposure
Homework

Internal assessment

Pre-exposure
Homework

15

A18
1. Have a look on the topics on listed above on MyMaths and see what you
can teach yourself to be ahead of it being covered in class.

Students will continue with the preparation for their internal assessment.
They will sit a 10 hour assessment prior to Easter.
Further information will be shared prior to the time,

1. Create a questionnaire for your client to complete, which will feedback
their comments on your final outcome.

